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Victor Stran dberg

In a Farther Country:
The Goyen-McCullers Freak Show

In the New York Times Review of Books of July 24, 1955, a review
entitled "Mandolins and Nuns" gave In a Farther Country a severely
hostile reception. The reviewer, Donald Barr, described three major
failings in Goyen's novel. First, he says the book forfeits any claim
to represent ordinary reality. (This account will incidentally remind
my readers of the book's weird plot line):

Thomas Harold MacDougal manufactures Spanish art in his sec-
ond-floor workshop to sell in his shop, called "Artifacts of Spain,"
below. Above, forbidden to him, is the bedroom called "Spain"
where his gangling mongrel wife lives in slightly sour chastity and
conceives his designs out of her Mexican blood. The three mad
levels of this Platonic building—shop, workshop and "Spain"—are
connected by a caged-in fire escape, on which at times the couple
meet and pass, masked like bandits against the floating ash from the
forger's shop, and up which swarm Philadelphians, murderers,
priests and golden poetesses. (Barr 17)

Worse yet, in Barr's judgment, the work fails to signify meaning even
on the level of symbol and allegory. "An allegory is a fixed system
of symbols," he remarks, but "a symbol must have an identity of its
own before it can symbolize something else." From In a Farther
Country Barr decants a rich brew of dysfunctional symbols: "You
cannot make a nun act as a symbol unless she acts as a nun; Sister
Angelica . . . is not a nun; nor is Father Trask a priest, nor Thwaite
Cumberly a man, nor the mandolin (stringed with hair of a dead
woman) a mandolin." And finally, Barr finds Goyen guilty of rampant
didacticism, to the point where the book barely merits being called
fiction:
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Evidently the desire to say great things has caused Mr. Goyen to
discard the conventions of fiction. He discards even that rule,
which all the great innovators, Joyce and all the rest, respected: the
message must be embodied in a story. Mr. Goyen had decided that
the story is to be embedded in a message. (17)

Forty years later, the modernist assumptions behind Barr's review
have given way to postmodern frankness about the artificiality of all
literary process, not to mention the untenability of claims to "realism."
In due course, our own age will betray its own dubious assumptions,
to be sure, but in the meantime William Goyen's fiction may enjoy the
congenial climate afforded by postmodern literary standards. Weird,
fantastic characters become more familiar, if not more credible, in an
age when not only fiction but history, biography, and memoir appear
to be the constructions of an unreliable narrator. Especially favored
by the new Zeitgeist is a novel like In a Farther Country, which
presumes critical precepts not readily available to Donald Barr in
1955: postmodern playfulness instead of modern high seriousness,
sentimentality instead of irony, a confessional voice instead of aes-
thetic distance. Moreover, that confessional voice may well be the
author's own, now that T. S. Eliot's doctrine about the "impersonality
of art" has become another casualty of the Zeitgeist. Nowadays, to
begin our analysis, we need not hesitate to venture where Donald Barr
might have been barred by modernist scruple: into the private life of
the writer, or into the lives of two writers, actually, as Goyen's most
revealing interview would have it.

In the Paris Review interview between William Goyen and Robert
Phillips,1 two paramount topics stand out: Goyen's powerful sense of
alienation from his family and townsfolk during his youth, and his later
development of a communal bond with other artists to compensate for
this early trauma. Like Boy Ganchion in The House of Breath,
William Goyen had to conceal his artistic interests from his father,
secretly playing a "cardboard piano" and writing plays under the
sheets at night: "to [my father] the theater, like the piano, was an
engine of corruption which bred effeminate men" (116). Later, after
The House of Breath was published, his entire home town seemed to
emanate a similar disapproval: "I fell out of favor with many people
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in the town, and [was] just about disinherited by my own family. I had
nasty letters, bad letters from home . . . . It was not until fifteen years
later that I was able to go back to the town!" (123).

What sustained Goyen's life during those fifteen years was his
alliance with an international network of other artists, initiated through
Frieda Lawrence's mediation soon after WWII in Taos, New Mexico.
Here in Taos his encounter with Stephen Spender proved crucial,
leading to Goyen's real-life experience of what In a Farther Country
calls "Spain"—an idealized artists' community. Spender, after writing
"The Isolation of the American Writer" (an essay provoked by Goyen's
predicament), acted upon his empathy by bringing Goyen to live in his
London home for all of 1949. With this gesture Spender not only
annealed Goyen's East Texas cultural provincialism ("I saw cathe-
drals for the first time—I was able to get to Paris . . . . I saw the
Sistine Chapel" [122]); he also connected Goyen with a galaxy of
British literati, including Cyril Connolly, Elizabeth Bowen, Edith Sitwell,
W. H. Auden, and Christopher Isherwood. "All those people," Goyen
reminisced a quarter-century later; "that was a world that Spender
gave me and it was a great influence in my life and work."2 Clearly,
this was Goyen's true family as against the uncomprehending faces
of blood kindred back in Trinity (fictionalized as Charity), Texas.
Here in London were soulmates who could empathize with his literary
ambitions, his homosexuality, and his self-removal from the sod of
home. But yet, though his father thought him an effeminate pansy and
the townsfolk reacted to his first novel with "hurt and shock" (123),
Goyen could never deny the claims of his "melancholy childhood." It
was, he recalled, "a childhood that was searching for—or that
needed—every kind of compensation it could get. I think that's what
makes an artist" (116). So In a Farther Country irretrievably en-
tangles its idyllic setting of "Spain" with the grubby realism of Wool-
worth's, making a number of references to East Texas (including a
roadrunner bird) so as to identify the true identity of the "Woolworth's"
environment.

This gravitational pull of his American past may explain why, in his
interview, Goyen reveals his most profound indebtedness to involve
not his kindly British hosts but two American compeers with whom he
found intimacy in New York City, Truman Capote and Carson
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McCullers. Both were, like Goyen, notably sensitive to the traumas
of childhood and adolescence; and both, like Goyen, implicitly por-
trayed those traumas as radically deepened by homosexual tenden-
cies. On the surface, it would seem that Capote was the more
affective friend and mentor: "He was lovable, Truman. He did sweet
lovely things then" (124). But though Goyen expresses no such
affection for Carson McCullers, his interview betrays—and I use the
word in the Freudian sense that "self-betrayal oozes from every
pore"—a more crucial relationship with her.

The seriousness of this relationship becomes clear, curiously, through
the extent of his disparagement of her, almost as though she were one
of his magnetic-repugnant faces of blood kindred. In the two pages
that he devotes to Carson (124-26: more than he gives anyone else),
we are told about her obnoxious personality ("that's why people fled
her. They thought, Who needs this? Why be around her?"); her philo-
sophical vacuousness ("she had no mind"); her lesbianism ("she had
a devastating crush on Elizabeth Bowen"); her writer's block ("it was
a murderous thing, a death blow, that block"); her terrible illness ("she
had some awful cancer of the nerve ends"); her domineering mother
("[if I had had] her mother . . . I'd be raving mad at this point"); and
her helpless dependence on him ("She would stay with me days at a
time . . . . I sat with her while her ExLax worked").

These rather sour comments, rendered eight years after McCullers'
death in 1967, should not deceive us about the two writers' closeness.
Why indeed, except for exceptional intimacy, would she stay with him
for days at a time during a medical crisis, and why else—on his part—
would anyone tend so solicitously to someone else's bowel problems?
Probably she was comparable to Lois Fuchs in Goyen's real life, left
knocking at "Spain's" door much of the time on account of her truly
vexatious habits but surely admitted to the family circle in the final
reckoning. And a touch of what Cynthia Ozick calls Writer's Envy
may have exacerbated Goyen's ambiguous feelings: though two years
younger than Goyen, Carson McCullers gained a decade's head start
on him by publishing her first-book masterpiece, The Heart Is a
Lonely Hunter, in 1940 at the astonishingly precocious age of 22.
And when he brought out his first-book masterpiece, The House of
Breath, in 1950, she was enjoying great success on Broadway with
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Tennessee Williams' adaptation of The Member of the Wedding—
once again stealing a march on him insofar as his considerable ambi-
tions for theatrical production remained unrealized for years to come.

Regardless of their mutual annoyances as personalities, I propose
that Goyen's art, including especially In a Farther Country, may be
usefully illuminated by making explicit the affinities that relate his
work to the fiction of Carson McCullers. Those affinities outweigh,
in the end, their diversity of tone and technique—in particular his
experiments with fantasy and dream-vision as against her usual alle-
giance to naturalistic realism.

Those affinities begin most obviously with their decision to objectify
alienation—their grand theme—through the medium of the Freak
Show. Throughout both writers' work, the physical deformities of
their characters obviously alienate them immediately, but in the end
those deformities are surrogates for the mental freakishness of the
central characters. Of the four main characters in The Heart Is a
Lonely Hunter, the deaf mute, John Singer, is most handicapped in
the physical sense, but the other three are equally cut off from their
companions by their freakishly radical ideology, in the case of Jake
Blount and Dr. Copeland, and by her artistic talent in the case of Mick
Kelly. In The Member of the Wedding, Frankie Addams thinks her
height makes her a candidate for the Freak House in which, at the
fairgrounds, she had seen The Giant, The Midget, the Alligator Boy,
and (of greatest significance) The Half-Man Half-Woman. In The
Ballad of the Sad Cafe the six-foot-two Miss Amelia develops a
fatal attraction for a midget hunchback, Cousin Lymon; and patholog-
ical obsessions likewise isolate the main characters in Reflections in
a Golden Eye. McCullers' last novel, Clock Without Hands, fea-
tures a blue-eyed Negro and a main protagonist who is overwhelmed
by a sense of alienation the. moment he is told he has cancer.

William Goyen's interest in the Freak Show likewise runs from his
first book to his last. Alongside Swimma's two hydrocephalic boys,
The House of Breath presents a whole townful of misfortunate
creatures:

[Then] Lindalou Bell had a bigheaded baby like that . . . . Then
there was that little deformity that the Barkers had [who] . . . went
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away with a carnival as a frogboy last we heard; and the Saxton
boy, blown big as a balloon . . . and those little deaf-and-dumb
children of the Royces . . . . And there's a lots of other Charity
[Texas] freaks, too . . . . What got into this town? (66-67)

Probably the most significant such figure in this first novel is Folner
Ganchion, who "began to wear Mama's kimona and high-heeled
shoes" as a boy until his brother called him "a sissy and a maphrodite"
(161). Not only does this portrait recall John Henry of McCullers'
The Member of the Wedding (a doll-playing boy supposedly based on
Truman Capote): it more importantly looks ahead to the truly extraor-
dinary title character of Goyen's final novel, Arcadio, an actual
"maphrodite" who, after suffering simultaneous sexual assault by both
his parents, was eventually sold to a traveling Freak Show. Here is
the "Half-Man Half-Woman" of Carson McCullers' Freak House
fully realized, at book-length magnitude. And between Goyen's first
and last novels there moves an endless procession of freakish char-
acters in search of community—three sisters with black beards in "A
Tale of Inheritance," for example, or the Hideous Princess in The
Fair Sister (too hideous to get raped, the narrator complains), or the
entire cast of In a Farther Country with their wide-ranging assort-
ment of mental or physical deformities.

Of special relevance in this last novel is the common status of all
the community-seeking isolates as actual or would-be artists. The
book's two presiding figures, Thomas Harold MacDougal and his wife
Marietta McGee-Chavez, are respectively an artisan in stone and
plaster and a master embroiderer who knows the secret of the Colcha
stitch. Their visitors who gather in the upper room called "Spain"
comprise a full complement of artistic enterprises. Their first visitor,
Mr. Thwaite Cumberly, has pursued his dream of being a dancer by
taking a "Lifetime Class in ballroom dancing at the Arthur Murray
School of the Dance," although handicapped all the while by a Humpty-
Dumptylike obesity (73). The next arrival, Chalmers Egstrom, is a
hugely obese musician who somehow extracts music from a mandolin
strung with a dead woman's hair. Then Oris, a would-be poet, comes
aboard, whose only poem subsequently proves to be a single tear. She
is followed by Jack Flanders, an actor who mistakes "Spain" for the
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site of his acting class but stays to recite from Othello for the group
anyway. Next, following the (temporary) "death" of Chalmers Egstrom,
the coroner who comes to examine the deceased turns out to be yet
another kind of performer, a bullfighter-cum-Spanish-dancer. Com-
pleting the spectrum of talents are Father Trask and Sister Angelica,
whose clerical vestments turn out to be a disguise for Goyen's own
role as a priest of the imagination, which is to say, a truth-telling
fabricator of parables.

Carson McCullers' most poignant illustration of the artist in search
of community is the adolescent Mick Kelly in The Heart Is a Lonely
Hunter. Certain that she will become a freak because of her height
(she smokes to stunt her growth), she also emerges out of a mangled
family unit so typical of Goyen's fiction. And like Goyen's characters,
she too has a "Spain" to answer her need, which she calls her "inside
room": "School and family and the things that happened every day
were in the outside room .... Foreign countries and plans and music
were in the inside room. The songs she thought about were there.
And the symphony" (138). For McCullers, this retreat from the
world's deprivations was to prove an unsustainable fantasy, crushed
in the end when Mick's hopes for piano lessons gave way to a
stultifying job in Woolworth's—the very same store that the residents
of Goyen's "Spain" abandon early on in their quest for a higher reality.
A similar judgment affects The Member of the Wedding when the
three main characters undertake to "judge the work of God, and
mention the ways they would improve the world." Expanding this
version of "Spain" to global proportions, they propose to erase both
racial boundaries ("all human beings would be light brown color with
blue eyes and black hair") and sexual difference ("people could
instantly change back and forth from boys to girls, which ever way
they felt like and wanted"). This last fantasy evokes from John Henry
a striking premonition of—and possible influence on—Goyen's Arcadio:
"[he said] that people ought to be half boy and half girl, and when old
Frankie threatened to take him to the Fair and sell him to the Freak
Pavilion, he would only close his eyes and smile" (91-92). It must be
admitted that the two writers' plot lines differ radically. In contrast
to the "death" of Chalmers Egstrom, whose wake brings deeper
communion among his mourners in "Spain," McCullers portrays death
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as the ultimate agent of alienation: the death of John Singer and of
John Henry, both facilitators of communion within their circle, de-
stroys "Spain" forever for McCullers' people. This deployment of
similar characters and themes within contrasting plot lines highlights
the major difference between Goyen and Carson McCullers: the latter
an unsentimental realist who portrays the grim futility of fantasy, while
the other, William Goyen, frankly subtitles his most wish-fulfilling
novel, In a Farther Country, "A Romance." Their difference in style
complements this contrast, playing off McCullers' plain-speaking
(though admirably precise and eloquent) manner of writing against
Goyen's lyric, polyvocal rendering of dream and fantasy.

At bottom, the philosophical basis for their differing vision of life
lies in their disparate religious imaginations. Whereas Goyen writes
as an evangelical Christian, McCullers' True God is implied in her
various references to Spinozan pantheism, with which she imbues
most explicitly her original hero of The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, not
the deaf mute Singer (a last-minute inspiration) but Harry Minowitz,
alienated from his Christian schoolmates for being a Jew. That he
was not truly a Jew is McCullers' essential point: "Mick and Harry
talked about God. Harry was a Pantheist. Harry believed that after
you were dead and buried you changed to plants and fire and dirt and
clouds and water ... and finally you were part of all the world" (228).

So far as the majority religion of the South was concerned,
McCullers' Christian heritage provided either comic relief (Simms the
crackpot preacher, Highboy the holy roller) or secular figures of a
Christlike character such as John Singer, self-martyred at age 33, and
Biff Brannon, who lies in a cruciform position ("Biff stretched both of
his arms outward and crossed his naked feet" [27]) while sporting a
"heavy, iron-like beard" and a sun-sponsored halo. Goyen, despite
dismissing any southern ambience in his work as a "spurious associa-
tion" is decidedly more "Southern" than McCullers in his earnest
propagation of the Christian faith. McCullers could write pietistically
about Thanksgiving and Christmas in several magazine essays,3 but
there is no way she could have written A Book of Jesus (1973),
Goyen's reverential synthesis of the four Gospels. In Goyen's fiction,
not even the Freak Show proves too much for the power of faith, as
the hermaphrodite Arcadio gratefully testifies: "[It] was the love of
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Jesucristo saved my soul and saved me from lecherousness, from just
going down into the dirt for love of the flesh ... Jesucristo's love kept
me from feelin I was a freak, a Sideshow" (42).

Within In a Farther Country it is Jack Flanders who brings the
redemptive message, attesting to his improbable audience of artists
how "the beautiful Fisherman" who saved his soul will save his
companions in "Spain" too if they can only catch the vision "that a
Restorer stands with arms out-stretched in the abysses" (137-41). In
the end, mere human expression gives way to sacred writ as Oris
metamorphoses into a latter-day Isaiah announcing deliverance from,
among other things, the condition of freakishness:

"[T]he Lord hath anointed me to preach good tidings . . . . That
the eyes of the blind shall be opened and the ears of the deaf shall
be unstopped, the lame man leap as a hart and the tongue of the
dumb sing: for in the wilderness shall waters break out, and streams
in the desert." (179)

For McCullers, such a resort to Christian mysticism would have
seemed an escapist fantasy, like Mick's "inside room" or the ideal
world imagined in The Member of the Wedding. For that matter,
even the more limited promise of "Spain" was too much for her sense
of social realism. Nowhere in her work does an instance of human
communion match up with Marietta's definition of "Spain": "[I]t is a
speaking place and a joining place, a community of happenings through
which people in it can reach each other and through which they can
come to love each other" (127). Making "Spain" even less plausible
for McCullers is the efficacy of Marietta's outreach to the larger
community. "Let the town come," Marietta says; "The town will be
welcome"—and indeed the whole town does come, until "the trestle
above was loaded and bent and below there were still more coming
across the Highway and the fields" (174).

Yet, for all the "Romance" of this novel, Goyen brings it in the end
to a McCullers-like conclusion, as the whole phantasmagoria evapo-
rates upon Marietta's waking. At this point, we are told, "the dream
fell away utterly," and the perfect communion of "Spain" yields to a
terminal image of hopeless isolation. As the tale ends, the husband
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and wife pass each other on the fire-escape trestle without exchang-
ing a word, their faces hidden behind a handkerchief. And though
Goyen maintains the possibility of communion through art in his
concluding paragraph, his choice of an art object—an "embroidered
curtain"—places even that consolation deeply in doubt. Displaying
men and women who have "half-vanished" because of its age and
decay, the curtain suffers the additional handicaps of a ruined setting
("On a wall in a falling house of mud and straw") and remoteness ("in
the far Southwest of America"—perhaps Taos, New Mexico?). In
so dismissing his fantasy of human communion, Goyen's vision seems
even less sustaining in this novel than that of Carson McCullers,
whose realism was able to accommodate at least two memorable
instances of an enduring human bond.

One of these instances occurs at the end of The Ballad of the Sad
Cafe, where McCullers softens her theme of loneliness with the
startling motif of the chain gang. These men, like Goyen, resort to an
art form to achieve communication beyond the reach of conventional
speech. It is, in fact, the favorite nonliterary art form of Carson
McCullers (who once planned to apply to the Julliard School of
Music), and—more so than Goyen's embroidered curtain—it is effi-
cacious:

All day there is the sound of the picks striking into the clay earth
. . . . And every day there is music. One dark voice will start a
phrase, half-sung, and like a question. And after a moment another
voice will join in, soon the whole gang will be singing . . . . It is
music that causes the heart to broaden and the listener to grow cold
with ecstasy and fright Just twelve mortal men, seven of them
black and five of them white boys from this county. Just twelve
mortal men who are together. (71-72)

If the chain gang seems an unlikely recourse for ordinary people,
McCullers presents a more widely accessible version of "Spain" via
the New York Cafe in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter. Operated by
a "Half Man Half Woman" of sorts named Biff Brannon (he sports
a heavy beard but uses his wife's perfume and hair rinse and wants
to be a mother), the New York Cafe was so named in tribute to the
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author's experience of "Spain" in the great city. Here, at Columbia
University, McCullers had learned to write and study literature, as
Goyen was to do in London, and here she met the glittering galaxy of
artists with whom she was to cohabit in a Brooklyn brownstone that
they called the February House because so many of them (including
McCullers) were born in that month. In addition to Anais Nin and
Gypsy Rose Lee (the famous striptease artist), her housemates includ-
ed some of the very same artists who would later people Goyen's
"Spain" in London, such as W. H. Auden, Christopher Isherwood,
Benjamin Britten, and Stephen Spender. The New York Cafe's
owner, Biff Brannon, is the Father Trask of this True Church, the uni-
fying figure who facilitates human communion by being a sympathetic
listener—a priestly confessor, as it were—to all who enter the restau-
rant, as though to answer Mr. Cumberly's wish: "One day there will
be someone to tell about it to, and who will understand, and that will
clear it up" (Farther Country 98). In the end, Biff's vision of unity
reaches from the street outside his restaurant window—from serving
"Anybody decent who came in ... to sit for an hour"—to a cosmic
consciousness of Spinozan dimensions, connecting himself with "the
endless fluid passage of humanity through endless time" (306). (Fa-
ther Trask likewise comes to see "the enduring face, the surviving part
of man that binds us all in the unity of human beings" [170].)

Twenty years after publishing Donald Barr's review, the New York
Times of November 16, 1975, displayed the new Zeitgeist in Joyce
Carol Gates's review of The Collected Stories of William Goyen.
Calling Goyen "one of America's finest writers," she ascribes to his
stories "the authority of folk tales [that] are more like prose poems."
For such a review to come toward the end of his career may be a sign
that Goyen was ahead of his time, as compared to the waning of
McCullers' career following her early accolades. Then again, the
transmigration of her most recurrent, significant motifs into Goyen's
farther country indicates that perhaps she was ahead of her time too,
manifesting not only affinities with but an influence upon the later
writer. Deeper than the petty quarrels and envies that divided them,
perhaps the efficacy of art did in the end effect a bond of community
for these two alienation-haunted writers, bringing together their modes
of realism and romance: the embroidered curtain and the song of the
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chain gang. In any case, the two writers' joint fixation on alienation
versus community—the Freak Show versus "Spain" (the New York
Cafe)—implies a genuine Goyen-McCullers connection.

Notes

'"The Art of Fiction," The Paris Review 68 (Winter 1976): 58-100. The
interviewer, Robert Phillips, reprinted the whole text in his excellent book,
William Goyen (Boston: Twayne, 1979, 114-39). My page references to this
interview relate to the latter text.

2One scene from that wanderjahr of 1949 appears to have gone almost
intact into the "Spain" of his novel—a scene where the speaker (Edith Sitwell)
and her listeners attain a nearly perfect communion: "We went to her house
and she read one night; she sat behind a screen because she wouldn't read
facing anyone or a group . . . behind a marvelous Chinese screen and you
would hear this voice coming through the screen" (Phillips 122, ellipsis
Goyen's).

3See "Our Heads Are Bowed," "Home for Christmas," "The Discovery of
Christmas," and "A Hospital Christmas Eve" in The Mortgaged Heart (New
York: Bantam, 1972), 255-77.
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